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Introduction

Frog models are a type of interacting particle system. Historically, frog models
have been used to study toy models of combustion and infection spread. We are
particularly interested in frog models on infinite d−ary trees (each vertex has d
children), on which we study recurrence and transience. We say a frog model
is recurrent if infinitely many frogs are sent back to the root node, and transient
otherwise.
On an infinite d-ary tree, place an awake frog at the root and one sleeping frog on
each vertex. Allow the awake frog to perform a simple random walk. Suppose that
each time an awake frog visits a vertex that houses a sleeping frog, the sleeping
frog wakes up and performs an independent simple random walk. Is every frog
eventually woken up? This problem remained open for over a decade. Since then
it was found for d = 2, the frog model is recurrent, and for d ≥ 5, the model is
transient [1]. This makes sense as we see that the drift downward overcomes the
volume of frogs as d increases.

Fig. 1: 5-ary tree.

Now, what if instead of placing one frog at each vertex, we instead have inde-
pendent Poisson-µ distributions of frogs at each vertex? Hoffman, Johnson, and
Junge found that for µ ≈ cd with c a constant and d determined by the tree, the
frog model will be recurrent [2]. In fact, they found that the properties of the Pois-
son distribution make frog models with such a distribution clearer to study than
frog models with a discrete number of frogs per site.

Problem

Suppose we have a frog model on an infinite d−ary tree with independent
Poisson-µ distributions of frogs at each vertex. Now choose a discrete value
k, which we will call our threshold. Suppose that in order for a frog to be woken
up, the site at which it is resting must be visited k times. We call this the threshold
frog model. Can we determine a µ value for which the threshold frog model is
recurrent?

Motivation

This problem adds a further complication to the battle between drift and volume,
making it interesting to study. Additionally, we can use the threshold frog model
as a toy model for nuclear fission. Let the active frogs serve as free neutrons
bombarding nuclei (the other vertices). After a certain number of bombardments,
the nucleus splits and releases its own free neutrons (its sleeping frogs are acti-
vated and begin their own independent random walks).

Methodology
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Results

Suppose that we are indeed able to couple the lazy non-backtracking threshold
self-similar frog model with an independent Poisson-µ distribution of frogs at
each site (LNBTSSFMµ) to the lazy non-backtracking self-similar frog model with
an independent Poisson-cd distribution of frogs at each site (LNBSSFMcd) in the
way we have demonstrated. A Poisson thinning argument shows that for

µ > (da)d
k

where a is a constant, d is determined by the tree, and k is the threshold, we
have that LNBTSSFMµ stochastically dominates LNBSSFMcd. Thus

Threshold Frog Modelµ ⪰ LNBTSSFMµ ⪰ LNBSSFMcd.

The LNBSSFN can be clearly coupled to the NBSSFM studied in [2]. From
[2], we have that NBSSFM is recurrent given a Poisson parameter cd, with c
a constant and d determined by the tree. Thus, by the stochastic domination
of NBSSFMcd, we have that the Threshold Frog Model on a d−ary tree with
threshold k is recurrent given a sufficiently large µ value, certainly for µ > (da)d

k
.

Future Work

It is unclear that the LNBSSFM can be coupled to the LNBTSSFM due to a
dependency problem. Our first goal is to resolve this issue.

We would also like to improve our bound for µ. In the case of k = 1, [2]
has shown that our bound need only be linear. Our threshold bound jumps
to double-exponential, leading us to believe there is room for improvement in
finding a bound for the critical µ value.

Furthermore, we are interested in exploring whether it is possible to make
every recurrent frog model transient just by imposing a high enough threshold.
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